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Shocking: The five-year-old victim was raped by the
12-year-old son of a neighbour

The letter from a five-year-old rape victim that
shames every police officer: Family's agony as
12-year-old rapist is let off with caution and
told: 'Do it with someone your own age next
time' 

Couple's five-year-old daughter raped by the 12-year-old son of neighbour
Told Essex police - what followed was catalogue of blunders and cover-ups
Three and a half years since the rape family are still waiting for justice 
Family have spent £40,000 in legal fees and the culprit was only cautioned

By MIRA BAR-HILLEL and OLGA CRAIG FOR THE MAIL ON SUNDAY
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When Sara and Peter’s five-year-old daughter
was raped by the 12-year-old son of a close
friend, the couple were distraught. Not only had
their youngest child’s innocence been shattered
in the most unspeakable manner, but she had
endured a horrendous physical and emotional
trauma.

They immediately reported the assault to their
local Essex police, in the belief that while they, as
a family, would help their child come to terms
with her ordeal, the force would pursue her
attacker.

But the result was not the prompt conviction they
expected. Instead – as documents seen by The
Mail on Sunday make all too clear – they have
been subjected to an extraordinary catalogue of
blunders, cover-ups and betrayals by the officers
they trusted to bring the culprit to justice.

It is three and a half years since the rape, and the
family are still waiting.

In that time, Peter has been hounded through the
courts, and the family have been forced to spend
more than £40,000 in legal fees and lost
countless thousands in earnings.

One senior officer admitted to the couple that the
investigation of the case had been ‘piss poor’.
Officers wrongly claimed that they had reported
the case to the Crown Prosecution Service; omitted having the rapist’s name added to the Sex
Offenders Register; neglected to take fingerprints, DNA samples or photographs; ignored
opportunities to instigate a Section 47 child protection joint investigation with Social Care; and took
limited disciplinary action against the officers involved.

And the culprit, who admitted the rape in a taped interview, escaped with nothing more than a youth
caution, after being told by one police officer: ‘Do it with someone your own age next time.’
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‘All of those who should have protected our daughter at such a vulnerable age have let her down,’
says Sara. ‘These people should be held to account. How can we ever have confidence in the police
again? They dealt leniently with the rapist yet relentlessly pursued us.

‘Our family’s lives have been on hold. I feel like someone pressed the pause button on our lives and
has never pressed play again. And our daughter believes no one in authority ever listened to her. Or
ever will again.’

Their daughter, now eight, was so distressed at how she was sidelined that she wrote a letter to each
of the child abuse officers involved.

Damning: Essex Police Former Chief Inspector Sue Harrison and Deputy Chief Constable Derek Benson have been
criticised for their handling of the case

Part of that letter read: ‘When I was five something very bad happened and it was your job to make
sure he was properly dealt with and punished. But you didn’t do your job and you let me down.

‘This makes me sad, upset and angry because I am only a little girl. I am very disapointed (sic) in you.
I hope one day soon he gets what he deserves.’

She got no responses.

She had previously asked written questions of Derek Benson, Essex Police Deputy Chief Constable.
While Mr Benson replied, apologising, his response did little to convince Peter and Sara they would
ever achieve justice.

In a handwritten letter, on Essex Police notepaper – seen by the MoS – he wrote: ‘I am very sorry for
the mistakes made by Essex Police when we looked in to finding out what had happened to you... I
am really sorry that you have had such a horrible experience and I wish you the very best for the
future.’

The courts have banned identifying anyone involved – including on social media websites. Sara and
Peter’s names have been changed.

The little girl’s ordeal began in 2011. The parents were friendly with a couple who lived nearby in a
small Essex town. The mothers had known each for years and spent time in each others homes; the
couples occasionally dined out together.

ONE sunny August afternoon, as Sara explains it, she and her daughter went for lunch at the friend’s
house. All the children were in and out, playing.

Unbeknown to Sara, her friend’s 12-year-old son beckoned her daughter upstairs into his bedroom.
There he closed the door and curtains, subjected her to porn on his laptop, then raped her. The next
day the little girl told her mum what happened.

‘As a parent, nothing can prepare you for the sheer devastation of a moment like that,’ Sara says. ‘She
was very upset because the boy had told her this was a game of husbands and wives and was to be a
special secret that she must never tell anyone.
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One senior Essex Police officer admitted to the couple
that the investigation of the case had been ‘piss poor’

The victim, now eight, was so distressed at how she was sidelined that she wrote a letter to each of the child abuse
officers involved (with original spelling mistakes)

‘We have brought up our daughter to know children shouldn’t have any secrets from their parents, and
she was confused, distressed and crying about that.’

The next day Peter contacted Essex Police Child Abuse Unit.

‘My first discussion was with a detective constable who was rude and unhelpful,’ says Peter.

‘But a sergeant intervened and we agreed my wife would provide a statement regarding our
daughter’s disclosures.

‘Shortly after we returned home from giving the statement, the sergeant telephoned and explained
that the boy had admitted everything during a voluntary interview so our little girl would not need to be
interviewed and he said he would report the incident to Social Care.

‘We thought everything possible was being done. Eventually we found out that this sergeant had
refused a strategy meeting with Social Care which would have kick-started a joint child protection
investigation for our daughter. His failure to do that had catastrophic results.’

Six weeks later, in November 2011, Sara came home to find an answerphone message from Detective
Constable Tracy Bainbridge from Essex Police’s Child Abuse Unit. ‘She casually stated that the boy
who had admitted to raping our daughter had received a youth caution for the offence,’ Sara recalls.
‘We were absolutely horrified. Somehow, the case had concluded.

‘Our daughter had been suffering terribly. At that time we believed she would never recover. She
couldn’t bear to have her bedroom door closed. She was terrified of seeing her abuser.’

By now Peter and Sara realised their daughter probably couldn’t continue living so close to her
abuser. Peter went to the friend’s house to explain this. And so began another distressing chapter in
their ordeal.

Peter says that, though understandably upset, he
intended to have a brief conversation which, he
hoped, would help to clear the air. He told Essex
police of his intention and invited them to send
an officer. They declined.

‘I had a brief chat at the door with the boy’s
father but he was extremely angry,’ he recalls.

The next day, to Peter’s astonishment, Essex
Police contacted him as the friend had made a
complaint. In February 2012, the couple received
a letter from Essex Police warning them both
over the alleged harassment of the rapist’s
father.

Sara, by now struggling to cope, was prescribed
antidepressants and became reluctant to leave
the house. In March 2012 their daughter was
referred to a long-term specialist programme for
sexually abused children and began an intensive
18-month programme. A month later, however,
as the family were having dinner, police officers
arrived at their home.

‘I was confronted by two burly officers, one
kicked the door and walked into our hallway,’ Peter says. ‘They announced they were there to arrest
me for alleged “harassment without violence” against the rapist’s father. I was arrested in front of our
children and taken to a marked police car outside. The children were completely distraught. I was
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eventually released after many hours in a custody cell.’

In the summer of 2012, the rapist and his family moved away. But the harassment case continued.
High Court papers were served on Peter, Sara and, unbelievably, on their 15-year-old son. The rapist’s
parents had sought an injunction to prevent further ‘harassment’ and damages against the victim’s
family.

Things were about to get worse still. Essex Police brought criminal proceedings against Peter for the
same alleged ‘harassment’. In November 2012, Peter received a full acquittal in a crown court.

The couple insisted upon seeing the rape case paperwork – also seen by the MoS – and discovered a
catalogue of errors. After much insistence, a meeting was organised with Detective Inspector Jane
Glassfield from Essex Police Child Abuse Unit.

During the meeting DI Glassfield told Sara that the CPS had been contacted and it was they who
decided it was not in the public interest to proceed with the rape case. ‘She said she acted upon their
advice and authorised the youth caution.’

This turned out to be untrue.

‘We discovered that a youth caution cannot be given for rape – such warnings are intended for low-
level crime. Formal written CPS advice must always be sought from a prosecutor in rape cases, but it
became clear that such advice had not been sought.’

DI Glassfield also disclosed that the Child Abuse Unit officers had not placed the offender on the Sex
Offenders’ Register as they should automatically have done.

In early 2013 the Deputy Chief Constable, Derek Benson, authorised Operation Falcon which was to
investigate Essex Police officers’ conduct in the rape and harassment cases. It was headed by Det
Supt Tracy Hawkings and had a team of six investigating officers.

Hawkings confirmed to the parents that a full Section 47 Child Protection Joint Investigation should
have been undertaken in the child abuse case with Social Care but hadn’t been. She added that the
rape investigation was, in her opinion, ‘piss poor’.

Hawkings admitted that the matters in relation to the rape case were considered so serious that four
Child Abuse Unit officers had been served with gross misconduct notices. Essex Police then
voluntarily referred themselves to the IPCC.

During the enquiry, it was established that, on the day the rape offence was reported, two Child Abuse
Unit detectives visited the rapist’s family at home and invited him to give a voluntary interview.

During the taped interview, the culprit mentioned other friends of his who were committing acts on
their siblings, but no action was taken on this. Indeed one Child Abuse Unit officer, DC Paul Alabaster,
admitted he told the 12-year-old boy, and always told other young sex offenders, to ‘do it with
someone your own age next time’.

‘The force also admitted that no formal CPS advice had been sought and no file had ever been
prepared nor submitted,’ says Sara.

‘During a meeting with the Regional Chief Crown Prosecutor, we were told that the CPS was
“disgusted” at how our case had been dealt with and confirmed that, had the case been presented to
them as a formal advice file, as it should have been, they would have formally prosecuted the
offender.’

Sara drove to Essex Police headquarters (above) in Chelmsford for a meeting with the force’s Assistant Chief
Constable, Sue Harrison, but she was unable to spare any time to see the mother

Hawkings wrote her Operation Falcon report during July and August 2013 and then submitted it to the
Deputy Chief Constable Derek Benson. Though serious failings were acknowledged, the gross
misconduct against all four Child Abuse Unit officers had been downgraded.

An appeal to the IPCC confirmed there would be no more than misconduct meetings for DC Alabaster
and DC Bainbridge. By this time DI Glassfield had retired.

‘We discovered the culprit had admitted the rape in his taped interview but the officers did not report
him for the offence. Thus the Essex Police Child Abuse Unit officers decided to give a caution for rape
of a small child without CPS advice. We specifically asked if the failing officers would return to work
within the Child Abuse Unit and were assured that this would “absolutely not” happen,’ Peter says.
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Bainbridge and Alabaster had returned to the Essex Police Child Abuse Unit, where they remain as
serving officers.

Bainbridge even announced a party on Facebook to celebrate ‘it all being over’.

In a statement, Essex Police confirmed that three officers had been issued with written warnings but
refused to comment further.

‘For our family it will never be over,’ says Sara.

‘Hawkings has now been promoted to Detective Chief Superintendent – Head of Public Protection and
the Child Abuse Unit.

‘Our family no longer has any faith in law and order nor in justice. For our daughter, there has been
none.’
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TakeASecondLook, Manchester, United Kingdom, about an hour ago

If that's a letter written by hand by an eight year old she is clearly a genius.

Thanks for sharing your comment. Comments on this article are moderated. Please be patient
for your comment to appear.

ReplyNew Comment 386173

Click to rate

the kraken, Glasgow, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

As the victin is now eight and the boy was twelve when told to do it to his own age group, the
police should be investigating every rape of girls aged twelve, then thirteen, fourteen and now
fifteen. Talk about a licence to kill. this is a licence to harm people for life.

ReplyNew Comment 251103

Click to rate

Green Arrow, Starling City, about 2 hours ago

Bad bad boy, promise you won't rape any more 5 year old. "No mummy the police said I should
do it with someone my own age, next time." The police are unbelievably inept. I feel very sorry
for the family who never received justice. Perhaps they should take out a private prosecution.

ReplyNew Comment 191124

Click to rate

Super Nova, Worcester, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

You've only got to look at this pair, and you just know they ain't got a clue

ReplyNew Comment 20708

Click to rate

James, Grays, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

Not the first time Essex police have been guilty of not doing their job, they have a big problem
with getting their priorities right, sub standard police is the norm for Essex.

ReplyNew Comment 7608

Click to rate

BritGirl77, Manchester, about 3 hours ago

This truly beggars belief, and then the police wonder why people have no respect or faith in
them and the justice system anymore. There needs to be an urgent review into this case, not
only is there a clear danger to women out there who will think himself untouchable and
therefore needs appropriately dealing with but there are several police officers who's dereliction
of duty brings shame on us all. That poor poor girl, I hope this prompts some justice for her.

ReplyNew Comment 7719

Click to rate

Janka, Reading, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

Disgrace. I have a 5 year old and cannot understand their anger.

ReplyNew Comment 51251

Click to rate

Mike H, Nordwesten, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

He would have had is collar felt if he had "abused" her of facebook or Twitter no doubt.

ReplyNew Comment 12380

Click to rate

BykerBoy, Newcastle, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

the police are going to end up like our NHS and our so called Political Elite , none rank and file
officers straight from university placed into managerial positions having no experience of the
job they have been given, God help us.

ReplyNew Comment 17454

Click to rate

Bobbi., madrid, Spain, about 3 hours ago

I see not to many Plods out today in support of these two disgraceful individuals who have been
criticised.

ReplyNew Comment 10314

Anna24, Brighton, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

"Go out and do it with someone your own age"?! ITS AS IF THEY THOUGHT THE 5 YEAR OLD
WAS A WILLING PARTICIPANT?! Fools. Rape is rape and should be punished, no matter what
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night out
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On the run! Zoe Ball
keeps up her fitness
regime with light sprint...
as she gears up to
present Strictly Come
Dancing for the third time
in Blackpool
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Australia for perfume
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internet'
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handsome man-about-
town Dan Kapp 
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date at Somerset House
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Chloe Lattanzi records
new music as she hits the
studio with Olivia
Newton-John 
It's been over four years
since her last single
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ISIS releases new video claiming to
show US aid worker Peter Kassig
execution and horrific mass
beheading of Syrian soldiers
Peter Kassig, 26, an aid worker and former U.S.
soldier, was originally paraded at the end of a video
released in October showing the murder...

The letter from a five-year-old rape
victim that shames every police
officer: Family's agony as 12-year-old
rapist is let off with caution...
Sara and Peter’s five-year-old daughter was raped by
the 12-year-old son of a neighbour. Since reporting it
to Essex Police they have been...

Britain could be facing its wettest
winter for 33 years warns Met Office
amid claims conditions are right for
series of powerful Atlantic...
The latest three-month outlook from the Met Office
suggests the next three months will be wetter than
average, with weather fronts coming in...

Five teenagers aged 16 to 18 die in
two-car crash which left one other
injured
Five teenagers died after they were involved in a two-
car crash on the A630 in Conisbrough, South
Yorkshire. A man in the other car was...

Noel Edmonds launches scathing
attack on 'total mess' BBC
The presenter on bloodbaths at the BBC, how ITV
lifted his telly format, why Britain is suffering from
dementia, why he won't vote or buy a...

Smile for the camera!
Selma Blair snaps a
make-up free selfie with
son Arthur as they enjoy
an outing in New York

That's one way to get
publicity! Jenny
McCarthy sports clinging
lycra dress as she and
husband Donnie attend
restaurant opening

Kyle Richards and
daughter Alexia put on a
smiling front during their
FIRST outing with the
family after savage
pitbull attack 

Try this on for size!
Josh Duhamel's baby boy
Axl gets to wear his
daddy's cap while out and
about in LA 
His mum is Black Eyed
Peas singer Fergie

'He's healthy and happy!'
Eminem's gaunt
appearance 'due to more
active lifestyle and
improved diet' 
He's been sober for six
years.

'I probably eat more
burgers than you!'
Victoria's Secret model
Sara Sampaio hits back
at 'body bullies' as she
shares sexy bikini photo
on Instagram 

Even stars need some
help! Sarah Jessica
Parker flashes her
shapewear as she springs
in the air on set of All
Roads Lead To Rome

Specs appeal! A tanned
and toned Lara Bingle
strikes a pose for new
sunglasses campaign...
and it's all for a good
cause
Raise money for charity

My, they're getting tall!
Denise Richards'
daughters Sam, 10, and
Lola, 9, are growing up
fast as they join mother
for coffee run
Catching her up!

Settling in! Geordie
Shore newbie Chloe
November makes her
mark getting carried out
of nightclub... as Gaz
Beadle steps out hand in
hand with mystery girl

Leading the troops:
Toby Jones and Bill
Nighy march the Home
guard in military parade
scene for Dad's Army
remake
Hundreds watched

'I don't think it's real':
Cheryl Fernandez-Versini
questions her showbiz
BFF Kim Kardashian
Paper Magazine nude
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Victim of VIP abuse scandal 'saw
Tory MP throttle 12-year-old to death'
as police launch probe into THREE
deaths linked to depraved sex ring
A victim of the VIP paedophile abuse scandal claims
he saw a Conservative MP murder a young boy at
one of their sick orgies in central...

Vision problems. Joint pain.
Dementia... Is there anything fish oils
can't beat? 
Current medical advice is to eat two portions of fish
a week to obtain vital Omega-3s. So what can they
do for you – and is a supplement...

RACHEL JOHNSON: If Kim claims
that really is her, she's got a (huge)
cheek...and I have the photographs to
prove it 
Until I see the unretouched pictures of Mrs
Kardashian-West then, this is my line: If you’re going
to ‘break the internet’ with a picture...

The nip-tuck surgery that has
banished my 'elephant leg' agony:
How liposuction can cure painful
swollen limbs
Judith Hanson (pictured), 56, from East Yorkshire,
underwent three courses of liposuction to cure the
effects of her lymphoedema - a...

Madeleine McCann detectives
interview British expat gardener living
in Portugal about his movements on
night child disappeared 
The expat, who still lives in the Algarve and
reportedly spoke to police in the original probe in
2007, said he has been spoken to again and...

Want to know how good you look in
bed? An app for Google Glass called
Glance means you can see sex from
your partner's eyes
Glance app streams view from your partner's Google
glasses to yours. Users can also record the view to
watch back later. The app is already...

shoot
Cheryl's not convinced

A casual flyer! Bella
Thorne is low key in
striped sweater, jeans
and beanie hat as she jets
out of LAX
Her young adult novel
was released last week

He put a ring on it!
Kimberley Walsh reveals
sparkling ring to
announce engagement to
long-term boyfriend
Justin Scott
Shared the sparkler

GIRL ABOUT TOWN: It's
Kate Moss, the bag lady
of Bodrum
Seen with cheap version
despire being paid
thousands to model
expensive handbags 

Kristen Stewart suffers
a wardrobe malfunction
at the Hollywood Film
Awards as her tops slips
while presenting an
award

What will Ross say?
TOWIE star Jasmin Walia
cosies up to a male friend
as she slips into sexy
catsuit for Essex night
out
Enjoyed being wooed

Hop to it! Taylor Swift
dons bunny sweater as
she heads out bright and
early in New York
Her new album 1989 is
currently at number one
on the charts

She's a sport! Kelly
Brook flatters her
hourglass curves in tight
leather skirt and
matching biker jacket as
she joins male pal at the
Lakers game

Hands-on mom! A
casually-clad Drew
Barrymore totes oldest
daughter Olive on her hip
as she jets into LAX with
her family
After lots of globetrotting

Lauren Goodger covers
up her curves in clinging
black trousers on night
out with her former
TOWIE star Frankie Essex
Covered up

Lovers reunited! Nicole
Richie walks hand-in-
hand with Joel Madden
on romantic stroll after
trip to New York
After her business trip

A casual celebration!
Shailene Woodley sports
sweater and checked
trousers as she rings in
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Shameless thief sneaked out of her
grandmother's funeral so she could
burgle her own MOTHER 
Marla Everett, 33, (pictured) raided her mother
Susan's house in Immingham, Lincolnshire, and
stole a laptop, two cameras and a television...

Chilean engineers say they've created
the world's first 'unstealable bike.' But
can you figure out how they did it?
The design, called the Yerka, looks like most bikes on
an average city street, but the bottom tube of the
frame can be split into two parts...

Rapist Evans, the World Cup farce
...and why the 'Beautiful Game' has
never been so morally repugnant: A
devastating verdict on football's...
The sad old game has not been at its best for some
time. It was never so wealthy, never so widely
watched, yet never so little loved, writes...

Rapist Ched Evans 'will not be offered
a contract by Sheffield United after
club chiefs were shocked by public
reaction to "toxic" former...
The 25-year-old started training again this week but
after a huge backlash from the public and high-
profile supporters, club bosses look set...

Yes, you can always be happy!
Counting your blessings really does
play a part in tackling mental illness,
as ERICA CAMUS explains in this...
Erica suffers from paranoid schizophrenia and after
spending time on a psychiatric ward says she
savours the simple things in life that make...

Convicted drug users and thieves will
be allowed to join police: Rules
relaxed in bid to lure minorities - and
London is already recruiting...
For the first time, candidates will be considered for
the police if they have convictions, cautions or fines
for offences likely to include...

Woman walks through Mumbai for 10
hours in vest top and mini-skirt and
receives NO sexual harassment... in
stark contrast to similar video...
After seeing the popular 10 Hours of Walking In New

23rd birthday at Napa
Film Festival
More natural look

Sir Bob Geldof: Baby's
tear that killed nurse in
West Africa was the
tragic inspiration for new
Band Aid single
Spurred to mobilise
today's pop stars

No wonder she's
smiling! Anna Faris glows
on casual day out amid
reports husband Chris
Pratt is top contender for
Sexiest Man Alive

Working up a sweat!
Kirsten Dunst shows off
her lean physique in gym
gear after gruelling
workout session
Seen leaving the Tracy
Anderson Studios

Jennifer Lawrence cuts
a stylish figure in lace
mini dress as she steps
out in New York to
promote new Hunger
Games film
Outfit fit for a hero 

Hat's revealing! Nikki
Reed flashes black bra
under near-backless maxi
dress for shopping
expedition
Wore a rather daring frock

Doggy doppelgänger!
Hugh Jackman dresses
his pooch Dali in a
matching black puffy
coat during a walk in
Manhattan
Booth looked beefy

Bob Geldof welcomes a
host of new stars into his
Band Aid supergroup as
they descend on London
studio to re-record
classic charity track

GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Cressida Bonas turns on
the party charm while
meeting author V.S.
Naipaul
She's learned a few tricks
from Harry

'I was joking about
hurting my family':
Amanda Bynes says she
spoke 'in jest' after
threatening to kill her
parents and burn their
house down

Like one big happy
family! Charlize Theron
and son Jackson enjoy
spirited playtime while
shopping with her
boyfriend Sean Penn
Recently stopped filming

'Beat but not broken...'
Bruce Jenner and son
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York City video, the team at IndieTube decided to
shoot a Mumbai version of the popular...

Cover-up fury over surgeon whose
'errors' left women's lives in ruins:
NHS gynaecologist's alleged
mistakes left women incontinent
and...
NHS bosses at a Surrey hospital took three years to
alert 101 patients that their gynaecologist may have
performed unnecessary surgery or...

Anger and apathy in the glory of old
England... and a vote that may change
it forever: Modern England comes as
a shock to most Westminster...
If I lived in Rochester or Strood I should certainly
vote next week, because it seems to me, on this rare
occasion, it would make a...

An inferno of insanity: Arrested for
arson. Flung into stinking cells. Stung
for £40k. How a Greek holiday
became a Stygian nightmare for...
Keith Hainsworth, 64, an Ancient Greek tutor, was
seized at Calais as he and his wife Pippa returned
from a weekend in Paris last month. He...

Taylor Swift concerts, outdoor
skating rinks, on-site breweries and a
butterfly conservatory: Extravagant
airport activities aim to make...
From an on-site brewery in Munich to a jumbo slide
in SIngapore, airports around the world are
becoming more and more revolutionary,...

Tansy of the apes: In astonishing
images, the enduring bond of a young
woman with wild gorillas, 23 years
after she was pictured playing...
Years after baby Tansy Aspinall was pictured being
held in the arms of a gorilla, she and her father
tracked their apes down to a rainforest...

Scandal of mental hospital patient fed
through a hatch for NINE YEARS
while she was kept in isolation 
A woman with mental health difficulties was left in a
locked hospital room for nine years and fed through
a hatch in a case that Norman...

Burt look a little worse
for wear but are still
smiling after crashing out
of the Baja 1000 off-road
race

'It's absurd': Barbra
Streisand blasts rumours
that she and husband of
16 years James Brolin
are headed for divorce
Not on the rocks

Taylor made: Singer
Swift shows off her
natural beauty in a
behind-the-scenes video
for new stripped back
photoshoot
Pared down look

'Jo can't sing anymore':
S Club 7 get mixed
reviews after reuniting
with a greatest hits
medley for BBC Children
In Need
Ain't no party

Katherine Heigl doesn't
let favourite dog Gertie
out of her sight at JFK
after Jennifer Lawrence
rescued the lost pup days
earlier
She has 35 pets on farm

Jessie J wraps up warm
in a fluffy grey coat and
slim-fitting leather
trousers as she arrives in
London to take part in
Bob Geldof's new Band
Aid charity single

The perfect match!
Adam Lambert shows off
his rocker edge in leather
pants while Rose
McGowan kicks it up a
notch in thigh-high boots
on night out in LA

MORE DON'T MISS

LIZ JONES: Floating
down the Mekong - on a
mighty river of hogwash
 Sue Perkins's series is
yet another pseudo
documentary the BBC
insists on making

Zendaya edges up her
pretty patterned dress
with a motorcycle jacket
at the Nickelodeon HALO
Awards in NYC
Joined by Nick Cannon
and Meghan Trainor

Sky Sports F1's Natalie
Pinkham displays baby
bump in white bikini
during Caribbean holiday
as she enters final lap of
pregnancy
Babymoon in Barbados
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Playboy behind online dating site
'using fake profiles' to lure singletons
into signing up to his website
Billy Thomas is behind a Hampshire-based dating
website that uses fake profiles to lure singletons into
paying to subscribe and paid...

Britain's 3,000 top earners pay more
in tax than all 9m lowest-paid workers
combined in blow to Miliband’s claim
the richest pay no tax
The very highest earners - just under 3,000 people
with a declared income above £2.7million - will
contribute 4.2 per cent of the total...

Now that's eye-watering! Woman
removes dust and sand from behind
man's eyelids... using only a TINY
STEEL ROD
YouTube user Joyson Christo uploaded fascinating
footage of a man in Tamil Nadu, India, having the dirt
and sand from behind his eyelids...

The Great British rake-off... what
really happens to the billions YOU
donate to charity: Fat cat pay,
appalling waste and hidden agendas
David Craig exposes the truth about Britain's charity
industry in his new book, The Great Charity Scandal.
He believes many have become...

Ban elderly traffic warning sign
because it leads to discrimination
against the over-50s says
government tsar
Dr Ros Altmann, the government's business
champion for older workers, claims the 'elderly
people' sign is discriminatory because it puts off...

Outrage over sick Beckham fake
kidnapping stunt to promote security
company: Experts say simulation
could endanger former footballer
and...
A mock video showing a David Beckham lookalike
being kidnapped to promote security firms has been
slammed by experts who fear it cause...

'50 MPs' to call for BBC licence fee to
be scrapped in favour of a voluntary
subscription service
A group of Conservatives will support an appeal led
by Andrew Bridgen MP to the Culture Secretary Sajid

You Townies just don't
get it! My daughter's
blooding means she
knows more about her
food than you ever will,
writes SUSANNAH
CONSTANTINE 

Strictly
Come...sleeping:
Contestants Pixie Lott
and Frankie Bridge look
tired as they arrive at
Blackpool Tower
Ballroom to compete

Double date! Christine
Bleakley and Frank
Lampard enjoy an
alfresco lunch with the
TV presenter's sister and
husband 
Happy as a quartet

The new David Gandy?
Shirtless Mark Wright
shows off his impressive
ripped physique as he
poses for new calendar
shoot in his underwear

Check again: Vicky
Pattison recycles her
wardrobe as she wears
Highland inspired tartan
dress twice in two days
Her second affordable
clothing range for fans

Newly single Nick
Cannon takes glamorous
mom Beth Gardner as his
date to the HALO Awards
The 34-year-old showed
up at his brainchild

Morph-ing into Kim!
Beloved children's
plasticine figure gets the
Kardashian treatment...
as her bottom-baring
mag cover continues to
'break the internet'

She's just fronting! Kim
Kardashian stops trying
to break the internet by
covering up her derriere
but still bares her
cleavage in a low cut
jumpsuit

Showing their support!
Pixie and Fifi Geldof
arrive at the star-studded
recording of their father
Bob's new Band Aid
single
Family bonding

Josh Brolin looks
dashing in a suit on set of
new movie Hail, Caesar!
with co-star Kate
Chadwick
He is one of Hollywood's
most versatile men

On your marks! Actor
Liam Hemsworth races in
a giant tricycle against
Jimmy Fallon for the third
Hemsworth Cup on The
Tonight Show

Rita Ora covers up in
black hoody and yellow
tracksuit as she arrives in
Manchester to film The
Voice... hours after
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Javid urging a review into funding...

Thailand 'one of the most dangerous
tourist destinations on Earth': Expat
investigation lifts lid on dark side of
the Land of Smiles
Thailand: Deadly Destination has been penned by
Australian author John Stapleton, and explains how
corruption and crime have blighted a...

Family inherit old building and
unearth amazing vintage shoe store
that was locked up for decades... and
all the footwear is in perfect...
An American family have unearthed an Aladdin's
cave of mint-condition vintage shoes in an old
building they inherited from their...

Surgeons who refuse to publish their
death rates will be punished and
some will quit says NHS boss
Consultants who do not publish data relating to their
procedures - including mortality rates and
complications in surgery - will face...

NHS spends thousands asking
asylum seekers if they ever hear
voices: Anger as taxpayer money is
spent investigating immigrants'...
NHS staff have gone into the Dover Immigration
Removal Centre, which is run by the prison service to
hold failed asylum seekers while the...

A&E closures - the meltdown: For two
years, the Mail on Sunday has warned
against Casualty closures... Now NHS
figures show waiting times...
Two hospitals in west London have been left with the
longest waiting times in the country after the closure
of separate A&E units nearby,...

GCSE failings 'disastrous': Education
system leaves some areas of England
without a single teenager passing key
exams 
Some of the places of low achievement - where no
pupil has managed to achieve grade Cs in maths,
English and three other subjects - are in...

recording Band Aid 30
in London

She's a sensation!
Reese Witherspoon
catches the eye in
strapless red two-tone
chiffon number as she
arrives at the Hollywood
Film Awards

Bringing out the big
guns! Gwen Stefani
wields a large cannon on
set of TV commercial in
LA 
She's known for making
her presence felt

Bill Cosby refuses to
speak and shakes his
head asked about rape
allegations as comedian's
appearance on David
Letterman is cancelled

TV producer Glen
Larson whose hits
included Battlestar
Galactica and Knight
Rider dies aged 77 from
throat cancer
Tributes pour in

EXCLUSIVE: 'Cheryl is
not trying to be the centre
of attention this year': X
Factor's Brian Friedman
says singer has changed
since her last stint on the
show

Lily Allen invades the
stage in space age-
inspired metallic gold
catsuit as she performs
at Dubai's Party in the
Park 

Keith Richards put my
children off drugs and
alcohol for life, claims
Jerry Hall
The former model said
her children are
'grounded' 

'Bye Bye LA': Jessie J
works androgynous chic
in white sleeveless blazer
and loose-fit silky pants
as she jets out of LAX
On way to London

Girls' day out! Courteney
Cox displays slim figure
in a black mini dress as
she enjoys an afternoon
of shopping with
daughter Coco

Howard Stern and wife
Beth make a stylish pair
as they cuddle up to furry
friend at animal charity
gala
They're both animal
lovers

Kim Kardashian posts
snaps of North West
raising a rare smile ...as
she enjoys a day out at
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NHS surgeon who fled Britain to
become senior Taliban leader
appears in chilling recruitment video
urging foreign jihadists to join him
Dr Mirza Tariq Ali, 39, who fled the UK after being
charged with violent disorder during an extremist
rally, has also edited a jihadist...

Revealed: How Al Qaeda paymasters
are 'living freely' in Qatar despite Gulf
state's claim that it doesn't support
terrorists
Terrorist financiers Khalifa Muhammad Turki al-
Subaiy and Abd al-Rahman bin Umayr al Nuaymi are
reportedly living without restriction in the...

Shocking facial injuries suffered by
toddler who was mauled by family's
pet bullmastiff 
WARNING GRAPHIC CONTENT: Ollie Cummings,
two, suffered a deep cut across his face when he
was attacked in the Dundee home of his mother's...

MP Eric Joyce who headbutted
colleague in Commons bar bust-up
stocked up on Apple computers at tax
payers' expense before quitting
The disgraced politician, who was convicted of
assault in 2012 after headbutting a fellow MP in a
bar, claimed an astonishing £185,635 in...

Minister tells schools to copy China -
and ditch trendy teaching for 'chalk
and talk': Teachers speaking in front
of a class 'much more...
Education Minister Nick Gibb said he would like to
see schools across the UK adopt whole class
teaching methods, particularly in maths and...

Osborne's 'pitbull' spin doctor caught
in Thick Of It-style row over bullying:
Glamorous aide behind Chancellor's
trendy new image accused...
Treasury officials claim Thea Rogers shouts and
swears like the on-screen PR guru Malcolm Tucker,
leaving colleagues in tears after throwing...

Jeremy Clarkson denies posting
'entrance to slope' tweet and claims
his iPhone was hacked
The Top Gear presenter, who was accused of using
the term 'slope' to describe an Asian man earlier this

the zoo and tries her
very first hot chocolate

'I'm 65 so people
presume I've had a
facelift. I haven't: it's
down to exercising in the
dark': Noel Edmonds on
his appearance, the BBC
and the Cosmos

What marriage trouble?
Lovebirds Ellen
DeGeneres and Portia De
Rossi cuddle up to watch
Scandal in new Instagram
snaps 
Portia stars in the show

Megan Fox shows off
her slim figure in
distressed skinny jeans
as she steps out for a
casual lunch in Studio
City
Prefers casual style

That's a strange new
look! Rihanna jets into
LAX completely covered
up in a shapeless, ankle-
length hoodie dress
She's well known for
showing off her body

'How could Danny do
that to me?' Bo Bruce
reveals she and Danny
O'Donoghue DID have a
fling... before he cut her
off and she ended up
back in therapy

Slim Kim: How Kim
Kardashian would look
WITHOUT her most
famous asset
Internet users take to
Photoshop to 'minimise'
her famous derriere

Gordon Ramsay claims
opening night of new
Mayfair eatery was
sabotaged by rival who
made 100 bookings for
people who never showed
up

High flying family!
Matthew McConaughey
and Camila Alves leave
LA with children... days
after jetting back from
Shanghai solo
Beautiful brood

How to DRAIN your
dragon? Jennifer Lopez
flubs her lines at
Hollywood Film Awards...
then flirts with winner
Gerard Butler
Difficulty talking!

Elle Fanning sports
HUGE black eye on set
after filming fight scene
for Three Generations
(...luckily it's just make-
up)

Lady in red! Brooke
Shields steps out in a
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year, said he did not compose the...

RBS chief's £1m payout one year
after he was axed: Stephen Hester
faces fresh political row over his pay
The news came just days after Royal Bank of
Scotland was fined £400million for rigging foreign
exchange markets between 2008 and 2013 – the...

You Townies just don't get it! My
daughter's blooding means she
knows more about the food on her
plate than you ever will, writes
SUSANNAH...
Last week SUSANNAH CONSTANTINE hit the
headlines after she posted a photograph of her
daughter Cece, 11, being blooded after she shot
her...

Were MH17 'satellite images'
photoshopped? Report slams new
surveillance pictures released by
Russian state broadcaster as a
'shoddy fake'
The photos released in Russia of a fighter jet
shooting down Malaysian airlines flight, MH17, have
been labelled 'fakes' by an investigative...

Operation begins to recover wreckage
of Malaysian Airways flight MH17
four months after it was downed over
Ukraine
The Dutch Safety Board (DSB), which is leading the
investigation into the tragedy - which cost the lives
of 298 people including 10 Britons...

She boasts of supernatural powers
and plunders Zimbabwe's diamonds
to buy designer shoes. Now a nervous
nation asks: Is 'Gucci' Grace
Mugabe...
Grace Mugabe has stepped into the political arena,
exploding a titanic power struggle to succeed the
increasingly doddery despot who has...

Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia must
take action against citizens who are
funding Islamic State says former
Home Secretary David Blunkett 
Countries including Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
are tolerating and even protecting funders of the so-
called Islamic State insurgent...

scarlet dress and skull
printed coat to promote
her new book
Continuing promotional
tour in New York

D for Demi! Miss Lovato
nails off-duty chic in grey
and white varsity jacket
as she steps out of her
London hotel 
Keeping up her style

No hot dogs here! Kaley
Cuoco snacks on salad
while enjoying the Lakers
game with husband Ryan
Sweeting
The 28-year-old is strict
when it comes to diet

Fantastic at 53!
Julianne Moore sizzles in
plunging gown as she
reveals how she pursued
the role of Alma Coin in
Mockingjay

Fifty shades of grey!
Vanessa Hudgens
dresses down in
monochrome leggings
and cosy jumper for a
shopping trip
Low-key day

Nicole Richie is all
bundled up in a black
faux fur coat as she
touches down at LAX
after hosting VH1 event
Greeted by the weather

Goo Goo Dolls ex-
drummer 'files lawsuit
against former
bandmates after they
fired him for taking
paternity leave' 

Baby, it's (about to be)
cold outside! Jennifer
Aniston and Justin
Theroux wrap up warm as
they arrive in New York
City
Looked cosy

Ab-solutely amazing!
Karina Smirnoff shows
off chiseled midriff in
sports bra following
DWTS rehearsal
The 36-year-old was
eliminated in third week

She looks like a million
dollars! Hilary Swank
dazzles at Hollywood
Film Awards in a form-
fitting floral gown
The Homesman star
looked radiant 

Jenna Dewan flashes
taut abs in sleek two-
piece dress as she cosies
up to husband Channing
Tatum at Hollywood Film
Awards
Loved up couple

Doing it like Madonna!
Scout Willis reveals
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unshaven armpit during
workout with sisters (just
like Madge and Julia
Roberts)
Hairy moment in the gym

Feeling homesick? Kelly
Brook shows off her
curves in tight woollen
top despite the balmy LA
temperatures
Spent the day with 'a
fellow Brit'

All white on the night:
Cheryl Fernandez-Versini
is angelic as she
performs a pared back
version of Only Human
for Children In Need

Good luck girl! Cheryl
Fernandez-Versini works
hard to ensure her last
remaining X Factor
contestant Lauren Platt
makes it through this
week

Preparing for battle!
Daniel Bruhl set to play
villain in Captain
America: Civil War with
Chris Evans and Robert
Downey Jr
Yet-to-be-named baddie

'I'm not very good at this
thing!' Johnny Depp slurs
and swears his way
through presenting at the
Hollywood Film Awards
Worse for wear

Justin Bieber's friend Lil
Twist 'issued with felony
warrant' after alleged
home invasion and
robbery of actor
Christopher Massey

Toughing it out! Ryan
Gosling and Russell
Crowe brave sub-zero
temperatures for a night-
time The Nice Guys
shoot 

Will Arnett's sitcom The
Millers gets cancelled by
CBS just four shows into
its second season
Star, 44, starred as a
divorced reporter

Keira Knightley is
angelic in white smock
dress as she leads red
carpet arrivals for first
televised Hollywood Film
Awards

Stylish senorita! Olivia
Palermo oozes
sophistication in sleek
monochrome ensemble
at Mexican gala
Sleeveless white top and
black skirt looked classy
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Kimberley Walsh shows
off her incredible figure in
body-hugging LBD just
two months after giving
birth... as she enjoys day
out with son Bobby

Sixties siren! Ariana
Grande goes retro in pink
mini dress and sexy white
platform boots to perform
Problem in Holland

'He walked down the
aisle with me': Katherine
Jenkins had late father's
name sewn into wedding
dress so he could be part
of her big day

Thinking about him?
Miley Cyrus and Patrick
Schwarzenegger can't
stop smiling after THAT
kiss as it is revealed the
model had a crush on the
pop star since 2011

What a sparkler! Declan
Donnelly's new fiancée
Ali Astall reveals huge
diamond ring as they step
out together for the first
time since engagement
news

She's mesmerising!
Angelina Jolie turns
every head in fitted black
wool gown as she
presents prize at
Hollywood Film Awards
Skipped the red carpet

Evan Rachel Wood and
actress beau Katherine
Moennig split after
whirlwind romance
The two were spotted
together for the first time
since three weeks ago

All covered up for once!
Gabi Grecko attends
fashion exhibition in
white fur jacket after
baring all in naked
snap...but still shows off
her assets

This is how to Shake It
Off! Taylor Swift looks a
picture of confidence as
she struts around after
Diplo's body-shaming
tweet

Battle of the (teen)
supermodel selfies! Best
friends Kendall Jenner,
Gigi Hadid and Hailey
Baldwin do their best to
impress on Instagram

Albert Square is the
word! EastEnders cast
perform a live Grease
medley on BBC Children
In Need
Viewers transported
to Rydell High School

Gone with the Wind!
Jenny Frost battles the
elements as her dress
reveals thigh-high split
and cleavage at the
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Celebration of Style in
Liverpool

MTV star Diem Brown
has died aged 32 after
long cancer battle
Had asked for prayers
and support on Twitter
just a few days ago

I used to think she was
a chap called Anton Dec!
As Dec's new fiancee
shows off her ring, her
delighted mum makes a
very endearing
admission 

Ballroom bonding! Pixie
Lott cosies up to Caroline
Flack as the Strictly crew
cheer the Blackpool
Lights ahead of their
dance at the Tower

She's a Vixen! Perrie
Edwards wears skimpy
shorts and crop top with
fishnets to perform with
Little Mix at Christmas
lights switch on in
Birmingham

Pulling a Leonardo
DiCaprio? Andrew
Garfield shows off scruffy
beard as he heads out in
New York City with a
beanie and backpack

Jim Carrey leaves
female fan BALD after
taking Dumb And Dumber
haircut stunt a snip too
far
Star went a bit 'scissor-
happy'!

'Mummy's got a baby in
her belly!' Kian Egan and
Jodi Albert's son Koa
announces the couple are
expecting
Got their son to announce
the news

'I don't pay attention to
things that don't matter':
Kris Humphries slams ex-
wife Kim Kardashian
when asked about her
nude photo shoot for
Paper

Leather-clad Kristin
Chenoweth jokes that
Kim Kardashian 'ruined
her day' after THAT Paper
magazine cover upstaged
her album cover

Retail therapy! Boxer
Lauryn Eagle battles leg
injury as she steps out to
do some clothes
shopping while sporting
thigh-high bandage 
She'll tough it out

Here's looking at you, kid!
Simon Cowell has
awkward stare-off with
protégé Harry Styles... as
Prince William greets
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Ellie Goulding with a
kiss at Royal Variety
show

The truth about my
Asperger's: Susan Boyle
reveals just how difficult
it is living with a
condition that makes her
behaviour so very
unpredictable

Val Kilmer's son Jack is
the spitting image of his
famous father as he stars
in new Saint Laurent
campaign
Appeared for label's new
Permanent collection.

Kylie won't be pleased!
Jenner's rumoured beau
Tyga gets hands on with
sexy Dollicia Bryan on set
of his new music video 
Amid dating rumours

Why is he doing it?
What's possessed
Michael Buerk to risk his
reputation on TV's
tackiest reality show?
We've asked his long-
suffering wife 

Looking Just Fine! Mary
J. Blige rocks fur vest
and skintight jeans as
she promotes upcoming
album The London
Sessions

Former Playboy star
Kendra Wilkinson flaunts
the assets that made her
famous... as she prepares
to enter I'm A Celebrity
jungle
Last moment of glamour

Day I beat cheating
swine Jack Nicholson
black and blue - by his
former girlfriend Anjelica
Huston 
Stormy 17-year
relationship

How does she stay so
thin? Heidi Klum, 41,
cheats on her diet with a
Bratwurst in
Germany that she holds
between her lips

Lost and found!
Katherine Heigl loses one
of her beloved 35 pets at
NYC hotel and Jennifer
Lawrence recovers it

Sam Faiers parades
killer abs in tight crop-
top... as ex-boyfriend
Joey Essex rocks
American flag hoodie as
he leaves LAX
Recently split

Two of a kind! Cindy
Crawford and Rande
Gerber show off their
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matchy-matchy style at
documentary screening 

VIDEO EXCLUSIVE:
Tulisa flaunts slender
figure behind the scenes
on Living Without You
video shoot... as she
reveals the 'new' version
of herself

'As she lay dying in my
arms I told Lynda I loved
her a million times':
Lynda Bellingham's
husband speaks of the
agony of losing her  

A well- connected
bear! Julie Walters, Hugh
Bonneville, even Nicole
Kidman... the cast of
Paddington on why they
couldn't resist signing up
to the film

Leggy Natalie Dormer
braves chilly New York as
she talks about having a
shaved head for Hunger
Games
On Good Morning
America

Facebook fail! Mark
Zuckerberg makes a
video for wife Priscilla to
mark their anniversary...
then uses dead link to
promote the service to
users

That confirms it! Miley
Cyrus and Patrick
Schwarzenegger go
public with a passionate
display at football
game... and capture it
with a selfie

My little pony! Arnold
Schwarzenegger feeds a
miniature horse named
Whiskey a carrot in a
hilarious Instagram snap
Just a big softy at heart

'You have to invest in
talent': Radio stars set to
rake in the big bucks as
of Hamish Blake and
Andy Lee return to the
airwaves 
The speculation begins 

Hilaria Baldwin pulls up
her shirt to show off
toned stomach and
underwear... while
changing a lightbulb on
her kitchen counter

'I wish Kim Kardashian
was my mom!' Lorde
appears to clarify her
cryptic Twitter comment
that was taken as
criticism of nude shoot

Khloe Kardashian heads
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2835074/Leggy-Natalie-Dormer-braves-chilly-New-York-talks-cold-felt-having-shaved-head-Hunger-Games.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2835053/Hilaria-Baldwin-pulls-shirt-toned-stomach-wearing-UNDERWEAR-kitchen-counter-new-yoga-pose.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2835226/As-lay-dying-arms-told-Lynda-loved-million-times-exquisitely-moving-heart-rendingly-honest-interview-Lynda-Bellingham-s-husband-speaks-time-agony-losing-her.html
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to the gym for another
gruelling workout ...as
she shows off her pert
derriere
Hasn't forgotten about
her own behind!

'We miss you so much!'
Bindi Irwin posts
touching message in
memory of father Steve
on day remembering his
life saying 'today we
celebrate my hero'

'Make sure it clears the
shoulders': Lauren
Conrad debuts even
shorter hair as she gets
her 'weekly chop' 
Showcased her new do
on Instagram

Tartan up her look:
Vicky Pattison wears
plaid minidress as she
models new VIP fashion
collection
New role as a fashion
model.

Thigh's the limit: Nicky
Hilton dons over the knee
boots and little black
dress for LA night out
Displayed her fashionista
credentials

Today's headlines Most Read

ISIS releases new video claiming to show US
aid worker Peter Kassig execution and
horrific mass beheading of...

The letter from a five-year-old rape victim
that shames every police officer: Family's
agony as 12-year-old...

Britain could be facing its wettest winter for
33 years warns Met Office amid claims
conditions are right...

Five teenagers aged 16 to 18 die in two-car
crash which left one other injured

Noel Edmonds launches scathing attack on
'total mess' BBC

Victim of VIP abuse scandal 'saw Tory MP
throttle 12-year-old to death' as police launch
probe into THREE...

Vision problems. Joint pain. Dementia... Is
there anything fish oils can't beat? 

RACHEL JOHNSON: If Kim claims that really
is her, she's got a (huge) cheek...and I have
the photographs to...

The nip-tuck surgery that has banished my
'elephant leg' agony: How liposuction can
cure painful swollen...

Madeleine McCann detectives interview
British expat gardener living in Portugal
about his movements on night...

Want to know how good you look in bed? An
app for Google Glass called Glance means
you can see sex from your...

Shameless thief sneaked out of her
grandmother's funeral so she could burgle
her own MOTHER 

Tansy of the apes: In astonishing images,
the enduring bond of a young woman with
wild gorillas, 23 years...

Rapist Evans, the World Cup farce ...and why
the 'Beautiful Game' has never been so
morally repugnant: A...
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2835988/Rapist-Evans-World-Cup-farce-Beautiful-Game-never-morally-repugnant-devastating-verdict-football-s-rotten-core-PATRICK-COLLINS.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2836357/Victim-VIP-abuse-scandal-says-saw-Conservative-MP-kill-young-boy-police-launch-probe-THREE-deaths-linked-depraved-sex-ring.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2835963/The-letter-five-year-old-rape-victim-shames-police-officer-Family-s-agony-12-year-old-rapist-let-caution-told-age-time.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-2836331/RACHEL-JOHNSON-Kim-claims-really-s-got-huge-cheek.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2836531/Madeleine-McCann-detectives-interview-British-expat-gardener-living-Portugal-movements-night-child-disappeared.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2835383/Lauren-Conrad-debuts-shorter-hair-gets-weekly-chop.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2836508/Three-men-woman-die-two-people-seriously-hurt-two-car-crash.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2836535/Shameless-thief-sneaked-grandmother-s-funeral-burgle-MOTHER.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2836077/Tansy-apes-astonishing-pictures-enduring-bond-young-woman-wild-gorillas.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/event/article-2833521/Noel-Edmonds-appearance-BBC-talking-Cosmos.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2835090/Tartan-look-Vicky-Pattison-wears-plaid-minidress-models-new-VIP-fashion-collection.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2835850/The-nip-tuck-surgery-banished-elephant-leg-agony-liposuction-cure-painful-swollen-limbs.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2836597/Want-know-good-look-bed-app-Google-Glass-called-Glance-means-sex-partner-s-eyes.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2835131/Khloe-Kardashian-heads-gym-gruelling-workout-shows-pert-derriere-LA.html
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Rapist Ched Evans 'will not be offered a
contract by Sheffield United after club chiefs
were shocked by...

Yes, you can always be happy! Counting your
blessings really does play a part in tackling
mental illness, as...

Convicted drug users and thieves will be
allowed to join police: Rules relaxed in bid to
lure minorities -...

Woman walks through Mumbai for 10 hours
in vest top and mini-skirt and receives NO
sexual harassment... in...

Cover-up fury over surgeon whose 'errors'
left women's lives in ruins: NHS
gynaecologist's alleged mistakes...

Anger and apathy in the glory of old
England... and a vote that may change it
forever: Modern England comes...

An inferno of insanity: Arrested for arson.
Flung into stinking cells. Stung for £40k.
How a Greek holiday...

Taylor Swift concerts, outdoor skating rinks,
on-site breweries and a butterfly
conservatory: Extravagant...

Chilean engineers say they've created the
world's first 'unstealable bike.' But can you
figure out how they...

Britain's 3,000 top earners pay more in tax
than all 9m lowest-paid workers combined in
blow to Miliband’s...

Now that's eye-watering! Woman removes
dust and sand from behind man's eyelids...
using only a TINY STEEL...

Ban elderly traffic warning sign because it
leads to discrimination against the over-50s
says government...

Outrage over sick Beckham fake kidnapping
stunt to promote security company: Experts
say simulation could...

The Great British rake-off... what really
happens to the billions YOU donate to
charity: Fat cat pay,...

'50 MPs' to call for BBC licence fee to be
scrapped in favour of a voluntary
subscription service

Thailand 'one of the most dangerous tourist
destinations on Earth': Expat investigation
lifts lid on dark...

Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia must take
action against citizens who are funding
Islamic State says former...

'He loved our kisses, hugs and cuddles... but
I broke his heart': Triple police killer Harry
Roberts had...

Family inherit old building and unearth
amazing vintage shoe store that was locked
up for decades... and all...

Surgeons who refuse to publish their death
rates will be punished and some will quit
says NHS boss

NHS spends thousands asking asylum
seekers if they ever hear voices: Anger as
taxpayer money is spent...

A&E closures - the meltdown: For two years,
the Mail on Sunday has warned against
Casualty closures... Now...

GCSE failings 'disastrous': Education system
leaves some areas of England without a
single teenager passing...

NHS surgeon who fled Britain to become
senior Taliban leader appears in chilling
recruitment video urging...

Revealed: How Al Qaeda paymasters are
'living freely' in Qatar despite Gulf state's
claim that it doesn't...

Shocking facial injuries suffered by toddler
who was mauled by family's pet bullmastiff 

MP Eric Joyce who headbutted colleague in
Commons bar bust-up stocked up on Apple
computers at tax payers'...

Minister tells schools to copy China - and
ditch trendy teaching for 'chalk and talk':
Teachers speaking in...

Osborne's 'pitbull' spin doctor caught in
Thick Of It-style row over bullying:
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Glamorous aide behind...

Jeremy Clarkson denies posting
'entrance to slope' tweet and claims
his iPhone was hacked

RBS chief's £1m payout one year after he
was axed: Stephen Hester faces fresh
political row over his pay

You Townies just don't get it! My daughter's
blooding means she knows more about the
food on her plate than...

Were MH17 'satellite images' photoshopped?
Report slams new surveillance pictures
released by Russian state...

She boasts of supernatural powers and
plunders Zimbabwe's diamonds to buy
designer shoes. Now a nervous...

Afghan women's rights politician survives
suicide bomb attack on her vehicle which
killed three

Revealed: How Gordon Brown was duped
into aiding the founder of vile paedophile
group who infiltrated gay...

MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise everything
that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks to
the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a betrayal
of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition that
explains why I never listen to a word my wife says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to measure a
goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The Mail's
theatre critic is directing his village's Easter play. So
why has the Devil disappeared and did the Bible really
feature green underpants
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